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Background

Tanzania’s long-term economic and political outlook has become closely aligned with how it develops its
fledgling oil and gas industry and the way it manages the revenues arising. Despite growth expectations
brought on by significant gas finds, the country continues to suffer from the entrenched problems of social
inequality, popular unrest, and corruption. Resolving these issues will be imperative for the government, but
it will need to carefully weigh the needs and demands of investors against the necessities of development as
it seeks to maximize benefits from its natural resource wealth.

Tanzania’s model Production Sharing Agreement (PSA), published on November 4, 2013, will provide a
useful bellwether for investors as they look to gauge the government’s long-term intentions for oil and gas
development, which is likely to be a major driver of the country’s economy over the next 20 years.

The government’s efforts to clarify regulatory conditions and terms within the PSA are a step toward
increasing confidence for investors, provided that growing challenges from opposition political parties do not
undermine the stability necessary for the development of the extractive sector. Combined with Tanzania’s
long-awaited natural gas policy, the PSA indicates an overt intention to maximize returns from the sector
from the earliest stages of development, which may help the government to improve livelihoods, increase
stability, and deflect rising political and public criticism.

Provisions in the PSA

Investors have undoubtedly seen a toughening of conditions, with up-front payments—including a minimum
signature payment of US$2.5 million and a production bonus of US$5 million—providing the government with
early revenues from the sector. Neither of these conditions were included in previous model PSAs. Equally,
royalty rates of 12.5% for onshore or shallow oil and gas production and 7.5% for offshore production boost
the state’s long-term take and will squeeze investor profits.

It is important to note that the model PSA provides a starting-point for negotiations between the state and
oil and gas companies. However, although it provides a useful indication of the likely terms that oil and
gas investors may be expected to face, it is unclear to what extent final production-sharing agreements will
diverge from the model terms. This uncertainty is exacerbated by the fact that none of the current PSAs are
publicly available, adding uncertainty. For example, the model PSA requires at least 25% state participation,
but the government appears to be indicating that it will take either 65% or 75%.

Despite alarmist responses from several analysts, provisions in the PSA were both largely anticipated and in
line with industry norms. East Africa has experienced a wave of “soft” resource nationalism since 2012, when
governments across the region began reforming outdated oil and gas regulation in response to significant
discoveries and booming foreign investment interest.

However, this is where Tanzania’s PSA stands out. Unlike Uganda and Mozambique’s ongoing reforms,
which will be binding, the Tanzanian PSA is intended for guidance on negotiations. As a result, foreign
investors may perceive Tanzania’s reforms as evidence of ongoing regulatory uncertainty, rather than as
the implementation of necessary reforms. The state’s share is not specified in the PSA and local content
provisions have become somewhat more stringent but not onerous.

The Socioeconomic Argument

The government’s decision to increase the fiscal burden on oil and gas investors reflects several key political
and socioeconomic pressures. The strengthening of the regulatory regime suggests that influence from
development organizations remains strong. External advisors have urged the aid-dependent Tanzanian
government to ensure that the state receives fair revenues from the exploitation of its natural resources,
that these revenues are handled in a transparent manner, and that they result in tangible socioeconomic
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improvement. This influence undoubtedly contributed to the increasing fiscal burden that oil and gas
companies will face. However, it also suggests a longer-term development outlook, one that emphasizes
political stability and a strong growth environment, which is a positive prospect for all investors.

The PSA also highlights the potential for increasing resource revenues to lead to improving social conditions.
Tanzania remains one of the world’s poorest countries, with 88% of the population living on less than US
$2 a day. The key problem in Tanzania is a lack of broad-based economic growth and increasing inequality
due to the insufficient distribution of wealth from the relatively strong economy. With 42% of the population
under the age of 15, already high unemployment is likely to increase in the coming years, exacerbating
socioeconomic challenges and increasing long-term risks of unrest.

Increasing societal discontent due to rising inequality is a particular concern for the ruling Chama Cha
Mapinduzi (CCM) party, because of its salience as a campaigning tool for opposition politicians. For
example, the opposition Party for Democracy and Progress (Chadema) draws much of its support from
Tanzania’s urban youth and will benefit at the polling booth from rising societal discontent. For the first
time, CCM—which has ruled the country since independence—is facing real vulnerability from a political
opponent. As such, it is increasingly likely that the government will take a more populist approach to its
policies. This is expected to translate into calls for higher taxes and royalties, as seen in the PSA.

What Are the Political Drivers

Growing political and societal pressure for tangible socioeconomic gains are key drivers behind the PSA’s
increased taxes and royalties—but why now? Clearly the prospect of a strong showing by Chadema in the
2015 elections is pushing the government to demonstrate its commitment to capturing and redistributing
natural resource wealth for the broader benefit of the population. Equally, the discovery of significant
reserves has emboldened the government to demand greater concessions from oil and gas investors. For
instance, Statoil reported another high-impact discovery in December 2013, while BG Group raised its
estimates of total gross recoverable resources offshore.

Another issue for the Tanzanian government is that it is increasingly being forced to compete with
neighboring Mozambique, which is ahead in its regulatory reforms to export gas. Looking more globally,
Australia and the United States are also likely to be competitors, with return on investment hinging on
establishing a foothold in the natural gas market before it becomes saturated. Indeed, West Africa has
already seen its exports undermined by the supply shock caused by burgeoning shale oil production in the
United States.

The problem for the Tanzanian government is that it must tread a fine line between, on the one hand, gaining
greater tax revenues to satisfy social demands and offset the electoral threat posed by Chadema, and on
the other hand not discouraging the business investment that the country is depending on to provide funds
to support social programs and reduce poverty. The threat from Chadema may push CCM political leaders
to become more populist in their tax and royalty demands, although such a move may be at odds with the
investment incentives and policy stability that investors—particularly those in the long-term and capital-
intensive extractives sector—will demand.

Business conditions in Tanzania are expected to remain positive over the long term, a trend that the
government will be keen to maintain. Growth of 7.2% is forecast by the IMF for 2014, up 0.2% from
2013, which is some of the most consistent growth in the region. Economic growth is underscored by
robust performance in the services, communication, transport, and construction sectors—boding well
for infrastructure development and the associated reductions in operating costs necessary to facilitate
further business expansion. The 2013/2014 government budget indicates a 19% increase in spending, an
expansionary trend seen elsewhere in East Africa that suggests a regional political commitment to, amongst
other things, improved infrastructure which is sorely needed to enhance the business environment.

The introduction of increased fiscal obligations for the oil and gas sector, and the confirmation of increasing
public expenditure, have been matched by the government’s crackdown on tax evasion. Action on rampant
tax evasion should play well with voters seeking evidence of the government’s accountability in the pre-
election period.

Robust economic scenarios such as Tanzania’s are more the rule than the exception in East Africa, with the
region offering a stimulating growth environment for multinational investors, and the energy sector set to play
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an increasingly prominent role in the region’s growth. If managed properly, oil and gas revenues in Kenya,
Mozambique, Tanzania, and Uganda, for example, could, over time, be a key driver of more broad-based
economic growth.

The possibility of greater energy self-sufficiency, particularly as domestic energy demand is expected
to continue rising throughout the region, means potentially lower consumer and business costs. The
government’s commitment is underscored by provisions in the PSA that a certain quantity of energy will be
reserved for domestic markets. As such, it is possible for domestic production to ease Tanzania’s chronic
energy crisis. These kinds of benefits, however, will take considerable time and political will to bring about,
and investors would be wise to remain grounded about the myriad developments that may influence overly
positive growth forecasts.

Managing Revenues and Transparency

A further key challenge facing the Tanzanian government will be how to manage a greater scrutiny of
revenues from resources and associated public expenditure. Seemingly enormous production and revenue
figures have been promulgated by the news media, suggesting a potentially vast increase in government
revenues. As a result, the government is likely to face increasing scrutiny from a range of stakeholders,
including external advisors, political opponents, and the electorate.

Political leaders will have to ensure that extractive revenue is not squandered or siphoned off by the endemic
corruption that pervades all levels of government. The 2013 Corruption Perceptions Index, a measure of
perceived levels of public sector corruption published by Transparency International, ranks Tanzania at 111
out of 117 globally, with a lower score indicating higher levels of perceived corruption. Corrupt practices
remain widespread in the bureaucracy and business culture, while corruption in the political system is
entrenched. As such, the PSA contains anticorruption provisions, although the extent to which these can be
implemented effectively remains uncertain.

Tanzania has demonstrated improved transparency in the mining sector, but will face the challenge of
implementing similar mechanisms and levels of transparency in the emerging oil and gas sector. Although
Tanzania was declared compliant with the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) in December
2012, this primarily reflects improvements in the country’s established mining sector. Forthcoming reforms
represent an opportunity for the government to roll out similar mechanisms in the oil and gas sector,
particularly to mitigate the corruption that is clearly endemic in public institutions. However, the lack of
political will to root out corruption across public institutions and the wider economy remains a concern and
suggests that increasing revenue from the extractives sector may provide opportunities for more sweeping
corruption to take hold.

Aside from the loss of government revenue, corruption associated with the oil and gas industry is likely to
be particularly problematic for the government during election periods. Allegations of fiscal malfeasance and
inflated expectations about public benefits from extractives may provide opportunities for opposition political
parties to highlight perceived weaknesses in the CCM regime. Highlighting corruption provides compelling
examples of poor governance. For example, a discrepancy of US$6.8 million between the figures extractive
companies reported paying in taxes in 2011 versus what the government indicated it received suggests
wrongdoing, although this figure comes from net income of US$330 million, indicating that the discrepancy
is relatively small. However, it provides opportunities for critical evaluations of the CCM government in the
crucial pre-election period.

The Importance of Tangible Local Benefits

Opposition politicians may also foment discontent over allegedly insufficient distribution of natural resource
wealth when production comes online. Neighboring Mozambique provides a compelling example of how
political opposition—even when it has almost no chance of winning a national election—can maximize a
political opportunity by pointing to weak or unfair government policy on extractives. Mozambique’s opposition
political party Renamo’s recent return to low-level guerrilla conflict has been justified by party officials, in part,
as a response to the insufficient distribution of natural resource wealth. While there is no suggestion that
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Chadema will resort to armed conflict in Tanzania, it does highlight how opposition politicians can seek to
exploit voter expectations, however inflated, during election periods.

Voters in Tanzania have already begun taking action to vent growing frustrations at perceived failure to
achieve sufficiently rapid economic growth and associated development, over frequent power outages,
and at the prevalence of corruption in government that weakens the provision of social services. High
unemployment around Mtwara—where much of Tanzania’s oil and gas activity is located—increases the
localized risk of discontent spilling over into violence. Riots at Mtwara in January and May 2013 resulted in
several deaths, more than 100 arrests, and looting and extensive damage to state and investor assets. While
the government sought to pin blame on “external forces,” the riots were clearly a local response to perceived
fears that wealth from the local oil and gas sector would bypass the region.

The Mtwara riots reflect a national trend of growing awareness and willingness to assert populist rights to
natural resources. However, this trend should not overly concern investors, provided that the government
demonstrates focused efforts to extend the benefits of a relatively strong economy to the socially
marginalized. As the Mtwara riots suggest, public expectations may become easily inflated, unrealistic, and
lacking in practical awareness of the time frames necessary for exploitation of natural resources and for
investors to recoup capital costs. The government will be seeking to temper public expectations to offset
disappointment, as well as perceptions of failure or malfeasance.

Conclusion

The 2015 elections may pose the greatest threat to CCM’s dominance of politics in Tanzania since the
multiparty political system came into play in 1992. With the party mired in repeated corruption scandals and
facing criticism over complacent governance, CCM may be tempted to offset weakening support by relying
on a more populist agenda to fend off Chadema’s recent by-election successes.

In order to avoid undermining investor interest in the nascent oil and gas sector, CCM party leadership must
avoid indecision ahead of the 2015 elections and complete a raft of oil and gas reforms. For investors, the
PSA presents a toughening of conditions, but at the same time it provides much needed clarity on regulatory
intentions. The government will need to push through the new code and gas master plan as well as EITI
legislation (expected in November 2014) to establish a strong regulatory framework that supports both
immediate and long-term institutional development and socioeconomic progress, without discouraging vital
foreign investment.
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